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Upcycling Shakespeare: Crafting Cultural Capital
“Shakespeare” offers a liminal, intermedial space between branded, profit-generating, mass-market industry and independent, financially threatened, idiosyncratic cultural production. On the one hand, Shakespeare represents a multi-million-dollar business, concentrated in particular sites of cultural capital on both sides of the Atlantic such as Stratford-on-Avon, the London Globe, the Royal Shakespeare Company, and the Shakespeare Festivals of Stratford, Ontario, and Ashland, Oregon, and in college and school classrooms.​[1]​ On the other, there is no one “authentic” Shakespeare text, as Stephen Orgel and others have argued, no definitive “script” for the plays or poems, which are in any case off-copyright and freely available in multiple versions on- and off-line.​[2]​ 
Shakespeare’s life and biography remain comparatively mysterious, hence the proliferation of Shakespearean lives and the persistence of the anti-Stratfordian or anti-Shakespeare movement (the stubborn belief that despite the overwhelming documentary and material evidence, the glover’s son from Stratford-on-Avon called William Shakespeare could not have written the plays attributed to him). Adaptations of all kinds flourish, in multiple media and genres—film, dance, opera, chamber music, novel, television drama, and so on. So rich is Shakespeare as a source of cultural production that at least one scholarly journal is devoted predominantly to the analysis of performances of Shakespearean plays on stage and on film (Shakespeare Bulletin), one concentrates solely upon appropriations of Shakespeare (Borrowers and Lenders: The Journal of Shakespeare and Appropriation), and the other major critical venues devote special issues or sections to Shakespeare in performance at least once a year (Shakespeare Quarterly, Shakespeare Survey, Shakespeare Newsletter). Ironically, as Shakespeare studies has for the past fifty years at least devoted itself to removing Shakespeare from the centre of the study of early modern society and returning him to his place in the wide field of early modern cultural production—amongst other playwrights, such as Thomas Middleton or John Fletcher or Christopher Marlowe; amongst booksellers, publishers, and printers, such as Nathaniel Butter or Thomas Thorpe or Valentine Simmes; amongst scribes and actors, such as Ralph Crane or Will Kempe—and in seeing the plays as collaborative creations, both high- and low cultural adaptations of “Shakespeare” might appear to re-authorize the playwright by using Shakespearean texts and stories as the starting-points for new works.​[3]​
But I want to argue for the opposite—that the ambiguity within the Shakespeare brand (the fact that it’s not really a “brand” at all)—allows Shakespeare to function as a creative space for artisans and artists (among whom, I will suggest, we can include critics and scholars). In Ourspace, Christine Harold argues that postmodern pranks, “hoaxes,” and appropriations of iconic brands and advertisements (such as those featured in the alternative magazine Adbusters) ultimately support rather than demolish the profiteering enterprises they parody. She suggests, however, that a solution to the increasing corporate domination of creative enterprises might be to bypass established cultural products and brands altogether, and instead to use to the utmost newer technologies and fora such as Creative Commons to produce an art that is more independent from entrenched business interests.​[4]​ In what follows, I identify what I am calling a “Shakescrafting” movement and suggest, first, that the intermedial status of the brand “Shakespeare” enables both academic knowledge-workers and artisans or crafters to create original work or products that they market themselves directly to consumers, so that “Shakespeare” serves simultaneously as iconic and established destinations and publicly available, common land.​[5]​ Second, I investigate Shakescrafts derived from Shakespearean text (that is, inspired by Shakespeare stories or quoting Shakespearean words or fabricated from printed Shakespeare editions). I should add at the outset that I am not interested in uncovering the motives, knowledges, or social standing of Shakespearean crafters, although such an endeavor would be worthwhile. Rather, I am interested in Shakespeare as author-function in bound, printed books in an era of changing media literacies: an intermediated Shakespeare. Obsolete or remaindered Shakespeare editions, I conclude, like the cultural artefact of “Shakespeare” itself, serve on the one hand as waste matter ready to be rescued from a recycling bin by a canny crypto-capitalist crafter, and on the other, in the world of fine arts and “altered books,” as high-cultural, high-concept emblems of the gradual process through which the reading of long-form texts, particularly in the form of bound and ordered bundles of paper sheets, is becoming a residual activity, a marker of archaic, high, or elite culture. 

Crafting, Culture, and Capital
	Richard Sennett’s The Craftsman (which itself appropriates a line from Shakespeare’s Coriolanus, “I am my own maker,” for its epigraph) includes the writing of code as “craft,” along with brick-making, building, and any other job undertaken with a spirit of doing it well “for its own sake,” learning how to complete a process or a made object thoroughly and perfectly.​[6]​ He re-reads the grand ideals of the Enlightenment as triumphs of artisanal knowledge. Working with and against thinkers as diverse as Kant, Wittgenstein, Diderot, Arendt and Engels, Sennett argues that it is through this crafted making -- objects, texts, code -- especially with the hand, that thinking can take place. Competence and engagement characterize these thoughtful processes, which are far from antique; Sennett extends modern craftsmanship to computer programmers, physicians, parents, and, ultimately, to all citizens in a democracy. Sennett defines this universal and ethical craftwork through the craftsman’s ability to take instruction, to work in a team, to enter a flow state, and to allow the authority of the flesh rather than the rule of law or of print. Craft here is democratic: everyone has the power to be a good craftsman. 
In a narrower but still useful volume, Glen Adamson distinguishes between craft, and art by attributing to craft the following qualities: supplementarity, sensuality, skill, the pastoral, and the amateur. Craft is supplementary in a Derridean sense, argues Adamson, because one needs craft or skill with material objects (including with one’s body, in performance) to make art, but art rejects the material world (an argument that he develops from Adorno’s Aesthetic Theory and its notion of immanence or the intrinsic meaning or value of the art-object). Craft functions as a supplement to Art or to the artwork in that the materiality of the object (its thingness) draws attention to the process of its making as well as the product that ensues. The crafted work is sensual in the features that deploy specific qualities of the material used (the kind of wood used for a Stradivarius violin; the “grain” of the paper in an eight-fold “origami” hand-made book). The crafted work demonstrates (through the combination of its supplementarity and its sensuality or use of materials) skills that are very specific to its manufacture (the twisting of wire, the cleaving of wood, the mixing of pigments). Craft evokes the pastoral through an imagined world of unalienated labor (where the worker owns the means of production and the process of manufacture or recycling or upcycling) and through nostalgia or belatedness. Finally, observes Adamson, the crafting process is performed by an amateur, not a professional, engaged in for love rather than for money (even if the end result of that loving process is an object that can be sold for gain).​[7]​ 
The qualities of craft identified by Sennett and by Adamson—an engagement with the world even as one turns away from it, an emphasis on materials, a pride in the process of fabrication, a nostalgia for an imagined, idealized past in which one worked for love rather than for money, and a delight in a completed object or system—characterize the “online craft fair and art show,” the for-profit but professedly “green” or sustainable market Etsy.com. New York Times journalist and author Rob Walker first identified the growing financial and social clout of the crafting movement after the social networking revolution in “Handmade 2.0.”​[8]​ Etsy.com allows crafters to set up online storefronts and “to sell work that they have made.”​[9]​ Online storefronts created the reduction or removal of overheads, an instant, constant, wide and global audience, and the ability for artists and crafters to market their work anonymously, thus removing many of the barriers (financial and psychological) preventing such sellers from previously entering the marketplace. In 2007, when Walker first discussed the phenomenon, “more than 70,000 [sellers] — about 90 percent of whom were women — were using Etsy to peddle their jewelry, art, toys, clothes, dishware, stationery, zines and a variety of objects from the mundane to the highly idiosyncratic.”​[10]​ Etsy advocates “Craftivism” and localism (organizing crafting classes in real-time and real-space as well as online; urging members to support the “Handmade Pledge” against the exploitation of factory workers and against unethical mass production) even as it exploits the latest business news and markets (training members to develop their own web-sites and to become financially literate). Walker found that Etsy crafters are mostly women in their mid-thirties. Many of them have been laid off from more traditional forms of employment, or have chosen to integrate artistic endeavor into their daily, working lives rather than relegate their crafting to the status of a “hobby” or a pastime. They therefore note that “‘If [they] can’t have a job where [they] make enough money...then this movement isn’t sustainable.’”​[11]​ The site continues to thrive, even with the downturn in the global economy. In June 2010, Etsy shifted $22.1 million worth of items, “a 71% increase from 2009’s total” and a 54% increase in the number of objects sold.​[12]​
The qualities of nostalgia and the pastoral associate crafting with Heidegger’s ecological world-view in “The Thing.”​[13]​ A long-standing tradition from Husserl and Heidegger to Bill Brown and Matt Crawford focuses upon objects, items, things, materia, in literature and in the world.​[14]​ Husserl had suggested that subjects (human beings) constitute objects as a group of ideas or functions. Heidegger argued that, while an “object” exists only in regard to the subject who uses it, an “object” becomes a “thing” when it stops being purely functional (when it stops working, or when we become aware of its status as a “made” object).​[15]​ In his example, a jug is not only a “container” for water or for air or any other fluid but in its “thingness” represents a “gathering” or accretion of the acts of containing, of holding, of pouring out libations and thus of uniting “earth and sky,” “divinities and mortals,” the most elemental gifts of the earth.​[16]​ Linguistically, he argues, “thing” (Ding) means “gathering,” the experiential gathering or collection of the meaning of the object (in this case, the jug) and its action in a single “space-time.” And yet, paradoxically, “Only what conjoins itself out of world becomes a thing”: the thing (in order to be a thing) participates (“conjoins”) in a fundamental unity of history, experience, topography and so on and yet when it manifests its quiddity, its thing-i-tude, it separates itself “out of world” by drawing itself to our attention.​[17]​
Bill Brown deploys the “object/thing dialectic” in his manifesto for “Thing Theory” in order to comment upon the culture of things” rather than “the nature of things,” especially their “belatedness” and historicity. “[T]he thing seems to name the object just as it is even as it names something else.”​[18]​ Brown’s analysis of Claes Oldenburg’s massive sculptures of objects (in particular, the typewriter eraser in the Sculpture Garden of the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C.) identifies artistic production and labor history (the history of office work and typewriting, the obsolescence of tools, the reconfiguring of that historical tool as an artwork in order to draw attention to its now-antiquated functionality and to changing media for both communication and art) as the “thingness” of a thing, and “thing theory” as the “joking” term to describe an attempt to understand how material and especially made objects alter human beings.​[19]​ In literature, objects become “things” by virtue of the attention paid to them within the text: “Literature might...serve as a mode of rehabilitative reification—a resignifying of the fixations and fixities of thing-ification that will grant us access to what remains obscure (or obscured) in the routines through which we (fail to) experience the material object world.”​[20]​ Literature in this model turns objects into things not for capitalist or Marxist “reification” (the separation of use-value from exchange-value and of both consumer and maker from owning the means of production, the rendering invisible of labor) but to illuminate qualities of design, history, social significance and function that we might miss when using the object in the real world.

Shakesthings
But if literature can re-thing things through what Brown calls “rehabilitative reification,” what happens when crafters thing literature, both the raw information or story or fabula and the mediated matter that disseminates it, most often the paper of printed books? Shakespeare as brand or anti-brand is literature, distilled. Its dual status as supreme signifier of Western culture and ubiquitous global source-material to be exploited by popular culture allows it to provide the intellectual or artistic content for anti-branded or personal marketing, especially in contexts where craft self-consciously markets itself as anti-branded, hand-made, and personally liberating to both artists and consumers. What we find in Shakespeare-themed crafts (Shakescrafts) bears out Adamson, Brown, and Sennett through an emphasis on nostalgia, and vintage technologies and techniques (belatedness, sensuality, the antique and rural past, and the amateur); upon “natural” or recycled or sustainable processes (the pastoral, the sensual, the supplementary), and upon an idealized historical femininity (both in the adopted personae of sellers and in the Shakescrafts they sell). Crafters market Shakespeare-named or -themed products (make-up, shoes, jewelry, baby clothes, hand-dyed yarn, overprinted decorative pages from old Shakespeare editions, “papercraft,” screen-prints, photographs, hand-painted fabric, wedding invitations, self-published and produced young adult literature, candles, “gewgaws and regalia” and so on) as hand-made or crafted or local, both on small crafting sites and catalogues and on large social networking sites such as Facebook. Shakescrafted jewellery might be named after and intended to evoke characters from Shakespeare’s plays and Shakespeare’s own life, such as idolceremony’s “Dark Lady” earrings, “Charcoal glass and black pearl accented with silver” (in which the color and rarity of the materials mimic the mystery associated with the personages of the sonnets).​[21]​ Screenprinted fabrics or scarves include the nostalgic garments on sale as found objects from Ophelia’s Attic, and hand-dyed yarn is sold in colors, patterns, and textures thought to characterize persons from the plays, such as creaturecomforts’s silk roving hand-dyed “black and green [to] represent the malice and envy of Shakespeare's Iago, the colors separated by stretches of natural color.”​[22]​
Particular Shakespearean names or characters demonstrate the ambiguity of the Shakespeare brand and its raw material aptly. Seller-names, store-names and product-names of Shakescrafted products that use the name of Hamlet’s tragic heroine Ophelia, for example, either exploit the so-called “Ophelia Complex” -- the triad of feminine beauty, sudden death, and water -- or resist traditional Shakespeare branding by figuring Ophelia in opposition to conventional or ladylike behavior and affect.​[23]​ Both sets of Ophelias deliberately evoke a nostalgia associated with natural objects, found objects, recycled objects and the pastoral world, such as gracestudiosart’s “Ophelia necklace,” the design of which incorporates copper “violets,” chalk pastel, and a miniature, hand-made book.​[24]​ These gentle or genteel Ophelias often redefine the notion of purity to transcend the sexual virginity discussed at length in Shakespeare's play and instead to evoke unadultered, natural ingredients and a transparent manufacturing process for cosmetics and clothing. Featherheartflower tags “Ophelia’s Orange blossom lotion as “paraben free” and “natural,” while Ophelia’s Apothecary (present both on the online social network Facebook and on Etsy) prides itself on freedom from parabens and sulphates, and on its hand-blended cosmetics.​[25]​ Many of the Ophelia-named sellers advertise their cosmetics as “cruelty-free” or “vegan,” along with an assertion of their “green” or sustainable credentials; the “headdresses” in OpheliazGarden are “handmade from cruelty-free, professionally sterilized feathers.”​[26]​ These Shakecrafts imply that the Ophelia complex can be redemptive, as if by dying in the river Ophelia returned to the natural world and became an immutable part of it, returning to the pastoral world of craft rather than the artificial (in its Renaissance sense) world of the court, or to the world of Heidegger’s things that contain and evoke the elemental, ecological gifts of the earth.
This redemptive movement differs from what Jay Bolter and David Grusin have termed “remediation,” because sellers alter, adapt, and remedy events from Shakespeare’s plays through creative and simultaneously curative appropriations of the story or words.​[27]​ We might prefer to call this redemptive crafting a therapeutic intermediation, since crafters transform the plays not just into other media than print or live performance, but into discrete, consumable commodities that lack the physical affordances we might seek in a remediation, while they simultaneously retain the background and associations of Shakespeare’s play. Thus the online shop Ophelia’sTreasures announces that it is a “mother/daughter team” making bead-and-wire jewellery and “papercraft,” simultaneously reconstructing an imagined maternal relationship for Shakespeare’s motherless Ophelia, remedying Ophelia’s relationship with Gertrude, who had hoped to be her mother-in-law, and intermediating the imagined, textual “Treasures” given from Hamlet to Ophelia in the play and then returned to him by Ophelia in the “Nunnery” scene into beautiful objects made by Ophelia herself—and by her revived mother.​[28]​ Ophelia herself, in a nod both to Lisa Klein’s popular young adult novel of the same name and to Mary Pipher’s best-selling social science volume about teenage girlhood, Reviving Ophelia, is remediated both in shop names such as OpheliazGarden and also in the repeated emphasis of crafters upon the “natural” and “recycled” or “upcycled” objects they sell.​[29]​ 
Shakespeare criticism (Shakescrit) overlaps with (or is framed by) Shakescraft in many of the descriptions and backstories given to items associated with Shakespearean characters. “Idolceremony” and “creaturecomforts” demonstrate a familiarity with Shakespeare’s works and even with critical debates surrounding them. The “Dark Lady earrings” can be so named only by someone familiar with biographical interpretations of Shakespeare’s sonnets that identify a “fair youth,” a “Dark Lady,” and a “rival poet” as characters within a sequence of poems that tell a story. The hand-dyed yarns of self-described “Shakespeare fanatic” creaturecomforts provide an outlet for character-studies of the people of the plays, indeed, for an entire theory of character. The “Iago,” “Desdemona” and “Othello” yarns are dyed in deliberately complementary colors, as if choosing yarn is like casting a play, and as if plays are woven out of interiority or character just as clothing is knitted from yarn. Desdemona’s is “rosy pink and spring green” because of her “innocence and naïveté,” while Othello’s yarn is hand-dyed in “black and burgundy, dark colors to represent the troubled Moor”; The Animated Shakespeare used a similar palette for the flickering cels of its own Othello, as do Michael Foreman’s watercolor illustrations for Leon Garfield’s young adult Shakespeare adaptations, Tales From Shakespeare. Celia, “the lesser known heroine of As You Like It...[t]he more frivolous of the two young women” gets “green, gold and rosy pink...brighter, fun colors.” Character here literally embodies the play, to such an extent that a line called “star-crossed” that is inspired by Shakespeare’s tragic lovers (in particular, by Othello and Desdemona) includes strands of “black...and burgundy” but also a “natural” strand, as if to present an alternative future for the imaginary lovers in which skin-color (in the case of Othello) or vendetta (in the case of Romeo and Juliet) do not disable the lovers’ future. The descriptions of yarn also provide capsule summaries of the plays’ characters and action, so that a purchaser can feel that she is acquiring a cultural product as well as a handcrafted one and a seller can feel that she is combining instruction and art in a Horatian or Sidneian demonstration of the art of poetry.​[30]​

Remediating, Demediating, and Intermediating Shakespeare: Paper-, Type-, and Book-craft
Perhaps it would be more accurate to identify what is done to Shakespeare as “upcycling” rather than as remediation. In “upcycling,” a term coined by William McDonough and Michael Braungart, sources that would otherwise be of little worth are crafted into items of greater financial or environmental value rather than “downcycled” into things that are worth less than the original objects, as in traditional recycling. For McDonough and Braungart, upcycling is no less than the complete rethinking and redesign of all the made objects in the world. Even an object as seemingly benign and recyclable as a books must be redesigned, since both conventional paper and recycled paper leach chlorine into the air we breathe; the plasticized covers of paperbacks remain stubbornly in landfill for decades. McConough and Braungart’s book, therefore, “is not a tree,” but instead “a technical nutrient...plastic resin and inorganic filler....a product that can be broken down and circulated infinitely in industrial cycles, made and remade as ‘paper’ or other products.”​[31]​ 
Upcycled Shakespeare is often demediated rather than remediated, to borrow Garrett Stewart’s coinage; the crafter transfers printed texts from one medium to another but in and through the process renders the matter within the book illegible, or at least, unreadable as text (though it is still, as Stewart demonstrates, available for analysis as culture-object). Such demediations, Stewart adds, may reify the book as a thing at several levels, for example by building a library (a repository for books, which are themselves repositories for words) out of bound volumes previously censored or prohibited (thus re-enacting the process by which the words in the books were rendered illegible). This at-once cheeky and reverential appropriation of the book as a thing that stores words (which are, arguably, themselves repositories for the thingness or quiddity of their referents) is particularly evident in crafters’ networks through the Shakespeare-themed paper-crafts, which range from jewellery, home decoration, and hand-made notepaper to personalized greeting cards. Consider bookity’s votive holder “made using a real page from Romeo and Juliet, taken from a vintage compendium of Shakespeare. The paper is pale gold from age and gives out a gentle golden glow as the candle burns.”​[32]​ The description of the “Romeo and Juliet tealight” begins with the well-known lines from Romeo and Juliet, “soft, what light from yonder window breaks? / It is the East, and Juliet is the sun.” The text on the candle-holder is demediated, rendered unreadable as play-text by its being glued to a glass container and also by the back-lighting from the lit candle that makes the printing on the opposite side of the page overlay the first. The Shakespearean quotation is relevant only because it refers to a light-source, and the product is a light-source, too, archaic in both content (a candle) and form (it is made from a cheap nineteenth-century edition of Shakespeare). The pages used print act and scenes 2.4 and 2.5, not 2.2., the so-called “balcony scene” in which the famous lines quoted appear. The yellowing of cheap, acidic, wood-pulp paper becomes the “pale gold [of] age,” a semantic and commercial appropriation (yellow to gold, trash to treasure). Any old edition of any old literary author that described any old or natural kind of light-source might serve the same function: Shakespeare as author is fully demediated even as the author-function remains culturally legible. Or take Paper Affection’s “Shakespeare hair flower bobby pin.” The seller tells us that the pages used for the flower’s petals were “upcycled from the Folger Library edition of King Lear – which was destined for the recycling bin” and describes the colorful contrast between the “browning petals of this old tome” and “crisp white paper.”​[33]​ The Folger Library editions are relatively new, from a series developed in the early aughties, and certainly not “tomes,” being bound in lightweight paper covers and running to 200-300 pages. What the crafter sells here is the aura of antiquity or rarity or exclusivity surrounding “Shakespeare.”
The aptly-named ddeforest offers a kind of mise-en-abime of paper-cycling, selling “bundles” of pages (also from an old edition of Romeo and Juliet) expressly intended for further papercraft.​[34]​ Papercrafters emphasize the obsolescence of paper media and rapidly outdating communications technologies such as the postal system. 42things develops bookmarks made from “vintage” stamps and “a discarded poetry book” containing lines from Antony and Cleopatra (it is unclear whether the book was an edition of the play or an anthology of well-known extracts from Shakespeare).​[35]​ Crafters freely appropriate Shakespearean tags or quotations in different print media. Hoolala comments on a Shakespeare brooch printed with “A Plague on both your houses” that “this might not be the original quote Shakespeare wrote but I am sure you understand [the] meaning,” and everythingELB markets a glass pendant with text from the comic Pyramus and Thisbe interlude in Midsummer Night’s Dream as straightforwardly romantic, with no sense of the source’s parody.​[36]​ Bouncingballcreation takes appropriation a step further in a Taming of the Shrew pencil set in which pages from the play have been hand-wrapped around pencils that, the seller carefully notes, have been “sharpened” ready for use. Instead of the pencil being used to annotate the play, the play is being used to annotate the pencil.​[37]​ 
In its invention of a post- or meta-Shakespearean world and characters, and its free intermediation of Shakespeare’s words, Shakescraft overlaps with “Steampunk” and other “alternative history” movements that seek to integrate modern or postmodern or postcapitalist technologies (internet store-fronts; virtual worlds; Kindles and cloud-centered computing) with crafted containers, clothing, and cosmetics, another tenet of upcycling (in which "biological nutrients" and "technical nutrients" are to be kept apart from each other but both serve vital functions in the human world).​[38]​ Some crafters also use “upcycling” to refer to the revaluation of vintage clothing or antiquated technology and processes. Such crafters upcycle Shakespeare in order both to evoke what it offers as text and performance and to rediscover the pre-industrial processes and crafts of the imagined Shakespearean world.
Some upcycled items only partially demediate Shakespearean texts, such as the overprintings of single pages taken from nineteenth-century editions of Shakespeare by the Steampunk artist SteamBathFactory. SteamBathFactory parodies the language of present-day antiquarian booksellers and early modern cabinets of curiosities: “Introducing a rare curiosity. One vintage anatomical heart printed on one 1877 antique page from Will Shakespeare’s Hamlet.” History and craft have “thinged” the printed page as well as the matter upon it, or rather, the matter or information transmitted has changed its meaning: Shakespeare is both “antique” and “vintage,” and is here given a printed heart transplant for a “second life” as art rather than literature, “very chichi” both materially and intellectually.​[39]​ It is theoretically possible to read the lines from Hamlet underneath the overprinted heart, but there is no suggestion in the description that the image of the heart is particularly relevant to the extract from Hamlet in a meta-critical or inter-textual way. Not only Shakespeare but also the technologies of printing and the medium of the book itself now participate in craft. 
	YourKeepsakeCo offers one true remediation and one fictional remediation of the Shakespearean sonnet, suggesting as a present for newlyweds a glossy black and white photographic print of a typewriter with the sonnet or other poem of one's choice typed on a sheet of paper loaded into the machine. Tagged "vintage" and "personalized," the description omits to mention that the sonnet is placed on the sheet in the typewriter through Photoshop or another photo editing program, rather than manually typed on the vintage machine and then photographed by the artist. The sonnet is fully remediated as photograph, fictionally remediated through Photoshop into the obsolete world or the typewriter, whose bar intermediates the sonnet by covering up the text.​[40]​
A Marxian analysis might further suggest that what makes an object into a Heideggerian or Brownian “thing,” especially on Etsy and other online crafting fora, is the labor that went into it and the circumstances surrounding that labor. Objects that are self-described as “hand-made” draw attention to their thingness by directly turning a transaction into a handing-over, as it were. The labor of the crafter is visible through the thing’s uniqueness and imperfections and through the visibility of her personal history through the shop “profile” or the seller’s “bio” or biography. Idolceremony’s biography neatly combines economic, emotional and intellectual attributes: “I seek out inexpensive metals and glass in interesting patterns and vibrant colors in order to provide starving philosophers like myself something joyful and shiny at an affordable price. Check the sale category for older pieces that have been marked down!” (Idolceremony, bio). “Inexpensive metals and glass” are the materials of skill; “something joyful and shiny” is the escape to pastoral by the amateur. “Interesting patterns and vibrant colors” allude to the sensuality of the crafted work, while the phrase “starving philosopher” points out an inadvertent supplementarity of the crafted work, the seller’s secret hope for a “joyful and shiny” escape from the world of work. Adamson further suggests that craft provides the “frame” for Art: similarly, Shakescraft frames “Shakespeare” and the practice of literary criticism as analogous to artistic production in its insecurity, creativity—and, for its practitioners—necessity.
Conclusion: Reading as Craft and Books as High Art
What are we to make of the ubiquity of Shakescrafts and, among this category itself, the significance of paper- and book-craft? Shakespeare himself, as ubiquitous brand, bearer of high and low culture, printed and bound in multiple mass-market editions as well as collected in rare quartos, folios, and small-press printings, offers at once cultural capital, an inexhaustible vein of language for artists to mine, and a form or medium that is deceptively accessible, making Shakespearean books a compelling category for book artists (Peter Greenaway’s evocative film Prospero’s Books has inspired particularly rich artistic responses to The Tempest​[41]​). Shakespearean books by artists comprise artist’s books, or unique art-books made entirely by artists, such as Sue Doggett’s The Tempest (1995); livres d’artiste, or illustrated editions by particular artists, such as John Gould’s Shakespeare Suite (1980); letter-press or small-press limited editions of Shakespearean texts, such as Jen Bervin’s Nets (2004), which is also an altered book; and altered books, or printed and bound codices turned in various ways into sculpted or printed artworks, such as Philip Smith’s The Tempest (1980).​[42]​
The category of altered books, which turns printed and bound codices into the raw material for new works of art and literature, is currently undergoing its own Renaissance, perhaps in response to the changing status of a bound and printed codex in a world of electronic media and virtual paper. Altered Books as a form begins, arguably, with the palimpsests of ancient civilizations, extends through Shakespearean “Grangerized” Victorian volumes that were to be “extra-illustrated” with the clippings of a diligent reader, and culminates in the sculptural works of present-day book artists.​[43]​ Such books include Tom Philips’ A Humument, which scores through words, overpaints portions of pages, and cuts out sections of an obscure nineteenth-century novel, W.H. Mallock’s A Human Document; the carven sculptures of Brian Dettmer; or Georgia Russell’s organic, coralline and labyrinthine structures.​[44]​ And in an era of electronic textuality, even the very reading of a printed book—and certainly the exercise of literary criticism—takes on the status of high craft, while printed books themselves, even those that are mass-produced commodities, may accrue through artistic alteration what Walter Benjamin famously called “aura,” the unique and precious glow of rarity, and become Art.
Margot Ecke’s The Tragedy of Ophelia (2009) guides a reader through a traditional or “monumental” text such as Hamlet in order to combine the historically rich literary tradition of printed books with the deeply personal and tactile experience of a present-day reader who holds a physical codex. The volume began as a sewn, bound, printed, mass-market edition of Hamlet from the 1940s before Ecke unbound it and encased each page in red Ingres paper from which she had cut windows that revealed only the heroine’s lines. Ecke then rebound the volume finely (now three times as thick as it was originally, since each page was enveloped in red). For Ecke, In the scenes in which Ophelia appears, her exposed lines against the red insistently demand our attention. Ecke chose red for Ophelia’s encased pages both in honor of the book’s original red, gold, and black binding and for its passion, “the living, the breathing, the here, the now.” Ecke suggests that the experience of reading Ophelia’s lines in isolation like this forces us to consider Ophelia’s language carefully, “as though you were an actor in a play” (in an unwitting echo of early modern theatrical practice, in which each actor received his own part on a roll, rather than a copy of the complete play), and helps us develop a “one-to-one” or more personal relationship with the character. Altering the book guides the reader towards sharing the experiences of the artist and of her Ophelia, glimpsed through red paper windows.​[45]​
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